
BACK TO THE FUTURE: Music Man Amps reissue are made with the maximum respect to the original philosophy and 
design created by Tommy Walker in the mid-to late-1970s , featuring both tube and solid-state components.
The HD 130 Reverb amp features two solid state channels with independent volume, treble, middle and bass controls and 
reverb and tremolo controls on channel 2, shared Master, four EL 34 deliver 130W of pure tube power. 
The HD 130 Reverb also features a Dual Voltage Switch 120V/240V to use the amp in countries with different voltages, 
without having to carry an external converter!

SUGGESTED SELLING POINT
> “A well known face” 
The fine guitar amps manufactured by Music Man   have earned the trust and respect of musicians worldwidein the mid-to late-1970s  for 
their classic tone and impeccable sonic integrity.  When we can find “a well known face” behind a brand, we can also find an 
unprecedented loyalty and trust from their customers: they know exactly what to expect when they purchase this product. 

> Two channels, 130 W tube power,  gorgeous clean sound
Featuring the analogue popular onboard reverb and tremolo effects, the HD 130 developes a 130W of pure tube power delivered from 4 
EL34. The solid-state preamp circuit in each channel gives a gorgeous clean and creamy tone, making it a great amp also to be run with 
a wide range of pedals. 

> Back to the future
The HD 130 Reverb respects the early philosophy and design of the original model, with the same long term reliability thanks to our maniacal 
production procedures, state-of the-art testing, quality control facilities and top-quality components.

> 120V/240V Dual voltage switch
This amp also features a Dual Voltage Switch 120V/240V to use the amp in countries with different voltages, without having to carry an external 
converter!

> Great classic tone in a lightweight package
In addition to the great classic tone that has made these amps legendary, this model has an incredible lightweight package: 
only 33.29 lbs /15.1 Kg
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Controls (Ch 1)

Other Controls (common)

Channels

Power  Output

Preamps 

130W

Solid State  

4 X EL34 + 1 x ECC83 (driver)  Power Tubes

Two

Normal/Bright - Volume - Treble - Middle - Bass 

Normal/Bright - Volume - Treble - Middle - Bass
Reverb - Intensity/Speed (Tremolo) 

MASTER - Normal/Deep

Other Features

Dimensions (W/H/D) 27" / 68.6cm  | 11.96" / 30.4cm | 10.07" / 25.6cm  

33.29 lbs /15.1 Kg

Footswitch input for rev and tremolo (Ch 2)
Voltage selector 120V/240V

Weight

PRODUCT SHEET

Controls (Ch 2)

"I have approached and been approached about re-introducing the Music Man Amps so 
many times I have lost count. It was just never the right fit and nobody that I talked to 
could do the amps justice. When my dear friend Marco of Markbass sent me an early 
morning email asking if I was interested I said “Let’s do it!” I had zero hesitation. I had 
found my perfect partner to make these great amps come back to the market."
Sterling Ball


